**On SLC’s sex rule Reactions vary**

by Matt Yokom

Staff Reporter

"The Student Life Council’s new sexuality rule didn’t do a great deal to resolve the problem," Dr. Robert Ackerman, director of staff development, said yesterday in reaction to the new university sex rule.

"I don’t think we fulfilled Fr. Hesburgh’s point that he made in the letter," said Ackerman referring to a letter which accompanied the University President’s last veto of a SLC sexual rule. Ackerman, an administration representative on the SLC, asserted, "Fr. Hesburgh must have stated it specificly.

Ackerman’s objections were typical of reaction to the SLC’s new sexuality rule passed last Monday. Also typical, despite the apparent dissatisfaction, was the conclusion that the new rule was an improvement over earlier proposals.

"The thing I think the rule does is that it speaks with some compassion," Ackerman concluded.

The unique code, rule 6, states “Any sexual misconduct that is flagrant, pervious, or repeated after previous warning or any sexual abuse of another person through coercion or force may be handled by the rector of the residence hall.”

Ackerman who voted in favor of the proposal interpreted ‘pervious’ as something that ‘gets into abnormal sexuality such as prostitution, exhibitionism, etc.’ Ackerman also stated, "Some mistakes are intolerable while others can be handled."

Referring to part three of the proposed revision, Ackerman said, "I would like to say to the rectors that if the rule is accepted, they don’t have to refer all cases to the Dean of Students, but they should keep in touch."

Management Professor, William Sexton, also a SLC member agreed with Ackerman, stating "We have formally stated or concurred with compassion." He observed the rule would decentralize the handling of misconduct. "Every instance need not be the immediate concern of the Dean of Students, rather it could be handled by the rector of the hall," Sexton said.

The proposals would provide for counselling as the basic approach, Sexton noted. "The rule also distinguished between the relative severity of sexual misconduct. I don’t think compassion is on the same level as violence or coercion," Sexton said.

McNally stated, "I think the rule does is that it speaks with some compassion."

Pleasantly surprised, however, a better definition of “misconduct” was needed. Fr. Thomas McNally, Rector of Grace Hall, said "I don’t know if the new rule will ever go into effect. If it does, it will make more important the role of the rector and the hall staff in cases where sexual misconduct is discovered.” McNally asserted "This would be an improvement, because the rector and hall staff are often in the best position to determine the gravity of an offense.”

McNally said his only fear is that students will regard the rector and staff simply as "cops" and not seek them out for counselling when counselling is clearly needed.

"As to the wording of rule 6, I agree with members of the SLC that the wording is somewhat too vague and imprecise," the rector continued. "There is the word ‘and’ and ‘pervious’ are words which may mean one thing to you, another thing to me, and a third thing to the Dean of Students," McNally said. "I was unable to see them clarified."

"As SLC members can testify," McNally stated, "writing rules on sexuality is risky business. In worrying about definitions, one can overlook what’s actually more important; the statement which calls on members of the University community to develop attitudes toward human sexuality that are authentically Christian, and avoid relationships which are shallow and exploitive." McNally, who also serves as associate director of Campus Ministry, concluded, "Such attitudes are much more important and challenging than simply avoiding what could be ‘flagrant’ or ‘pervious’.

Wendy Duffy, Walsh Hall President, stating the rule to be too vague, wondered "what is pervious and how many times is repeated?"

Although Duffy discounted the possibility of operating under new rules at all, "because this is a Catholic University," she called the new rules impractical. "If a rule is too vague, there is too much personal opinion and if it is too specific, it’s a farce," Duffy stated.

"It will accomplish nothing" Duffy said.

Vice President Fr. Elton Johnson accepted the position of the University on premartial sex as the responsibility of the university but said, "it is impossible to enforce."

"People caught would look like unfortunate victims," Johnson said. Johnson also called rule six too vague stating, "the rule is too vague to be widely interpreted," despite his objections, Johnson said the proposal is "better, but not exactly what we want."

While Student Body President Pat McLaughlin "could not vote in conscience for it, because it was too vague," he said the changes were "an improvement." Ivy Brown, Holy Cross Hall President said the rule was not "real change," "I thought there’d be something a little more liberal," Brown stated.

---

**Misunderstanding plagues SMC tix: prices remain $28**

by Thomas O’Neill

Staff Reporter

Commenting on the present student reaction to the price of SMC basketball tickets, Fr. Edmund Joyce, University Executive Vice-President, referred to his compromise talks with SBP Pat McLaughlin over the basketball ticket issue, and said, "I had assumed we were only discussing the price of basketball tickets for Notre Dame students.”

McLaughlin, however, made a different assumption during his discussion of possible compromises: “I assumed when we were talking about the compromise with everyone in the bleachers for the season price of $21, and we included the St. Mary’s students,” McLaughlin said. "I assumed they were included in the other compromises as well.”

This misunderstanding led to the disclosure which surprised many St. Mary’s students. Many who expected to purchase the season ticket with $18 found themselves paying $28. Fr. Joyce commented; "There has always been a pricing difference between the schools. Now this comes as a complete shock to me, that the St. Mary’s students are so upset."

"It is really an unfortunate situation," McLaughlin commented. "But now it is out of my hands. It has become the responsibility of St. Mary’s student government and Student Affairs, and they must try to work with Notre Dame and to come to a mutual understanding with our administration."

"We will be available to help them any way we can," he added.

**Tickets Sold Slowly**

Joyce explained that last year St. Mary’s students paid $19.50 to see thirteen games from the bleacher seats. The price of a bleacher seat for one game was $2, so the St. Mary’s students who purchased the season tickets paid $31.50 a game and were paying $25 per cent less than the usual price of a bleacher ticket.

This year, however, the price of an individual bleacher seat was raised to $3. There will be 14 basketball games this year, instead of last year’s 13 games, and the price of a season ticket for a St. Mary’s student has been raised from last year’s $19.50 to $28.

In view of this increase in price for a bleacher seat, Joyce asserted that St. Mary’s students will still only be paying two-thirds of the price of a regular bleacher seat.

**Tickets Selling Slowly**

Fr. Joyce observed the slow pace at which the tickets are being purchased by both ND and SMC students. It is really premature to attempt to say anything about this,” he commented.

"I imagine the students returned from the break with less money than before,” Joyce said. The tickets have been on sale since November 4 and will continue to be sold until they are sold out or until Don Bouffard, ACC ticket manager sets a definite deadline for buying them.

The basketball ticket controversy began the week of October 6 when the ACC announced a 100 per cent increase in the price of season basketball tickets for Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students.

Bouffard explained the price increase when interviewed, saying, "This is the seventh basketball season in the ACC. During these years costs have risen steadily, yet until now ticket prices have never been raised. In order to meet our rising costs, we must have some financial support from the students.”

The students reacted hostilely to the increase and proposed to boycott buying the tickets. Before the boycott actualized, SBP McLaughlin met with Joyce to draft an acceptable compromise.

Joyce proposed four compromises to McLaughlin in October. They were published in The Observer the following afternoon and McLaughlin organized a referendum to be conducted in the Dining Halls at dinner to solicit student opinion. A compromise was reached soon afterwards.

"The issue was presented to the student body by the Vice President and concluded that SMC students must pay more for their season tickets. Joyce, however, explained that this has the customary procedure, and that they are getting a deduction from the usual cost, and by an increased percentage over last year."
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Ford Tuesday removed the administration's highest rating black woman, Barbara Watson, who has headed the State Department's Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs since 1968. The decision against Miss Watson, effective Dec. 31, was certain to set off confrontations between Ford and civil rights leaders, including the congressional Black Caucus. A target of repeated ouster efforts during the Nixon administration, she had become a cause celebre among black political leaders.

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - South Africa was ousted from the current session of the U.N. General Assembly Tuesday by a 91-22 vote of the Assembly despite a vigorous protest by the congressional Black Caucus. A target of repeated ouster efforts to oust South Africa from the body, the decision was announced by Cel Printer, Basid Hall president. The religious service, to be celebrated by Fr. Theodore Hosburgh, is part of an interfaith program by a Coalition Against Hunger, made up of Notre Dame and South Bend community service groups.

The final announcement of the night was by Bill McClean, student ombudsman, who said the "Quicks" has service will be in operation this weekend. The single route will provide transportation around the Notre Dame campus to Portino Restaurant in Niles, Michigan.

Library hours extended during break

Alterations were recently completed in the Memoral Library which enabled it to extend hours during the mid-semester break. Because of budgetary limitations, the library in the past had closed on evenings and Sundays during periods when classes were not in session.

To meet needs expressed by the Advanced Student Affairs Committee, doors which could be locked were installed at the entrances to the Reference and Bibliography Department on the first floor and the Honors Library on the second floor. This change made possible the closing of the first and second floors and permitted access to floors four through thirteen.

Full service including lending was available from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday during the break period. The new limited service was available 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Sunday. These extended hours will be in effect during all future recess periods of the University.
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Thrifty-Mart least expensive

InPIRG grocery survey released

by Paul Young
Staff Reporter

An InPIRG grocery pricing survey of the week Oct. 21 to Oct. 27 revealed Thrift-T-Mart on U.S. 31 and Kroger of Ireland Rd. as respectively the least and most expensive of the 7 grocery stores.

Operating on a computer set purchase of foodstuffs which would on the average of the seven stores amount to $40, the survey indicated the consumer must pay $40.45 at Kroger (Ireland Rd.) for items that might be purchased at 4.4 per cent difference in prices between the two stores.

Under dairy products Thrift-T-Mart (31) again offered the lowest prices while Kroger (Ireland Rd.) was 36 cents higher in price for the same amount of meat.

For cereals and bakery items, Thrift-T-Mart (Ireland Rd.) proved the least economical. A 19 cent difference in price separated the two.

Under other products Thrift-T-Mart (31) offered the lowest prices while Kroger (Ireland Rd.) offered the highest of the 7.

The nearest competitor to Martin's (State Rd. 23) at $39.51, Wilt's (Ironwood Rd.) at $39.01, Will's (Ironswood Rd.) at $39.51, Martin's (State Rd. 23) at $40.37 and A&P which was not listed due to insufficient comparison items but fell somewhere in the middle of the price ranking.

A categorical breakdown of food items among the stores revealed it cheaper to buy items separately than all in one store. The categories surveyed included meats, dairy products, vegetables, fruits and general category of other foods (including coffee, tea, sugar, salt, chocolate syrup, eggs and other items.)

On the purchase of equal amounts of food items among the stores revealed it cheaper to buy items separately than all in one store.

The next survey which will be conducted on a bi-weekly basis. He continued on a computer set the results will be published in the newsletter.

Applications for Resident Assistants for the 1975-76 academic year will be completed by May 1, 1975. Final selections of Resident Assistants will be made by May 1, 1975.
The Neighborhood Study Help Program hopes to reach a goal of $5000 in the sale of raffle tickets for a color TV and pocket calculator by the end of this week. Tim Meinken, chairman of the raffle, expressed dismay with present sales which amount to $1200. The proceeds of the raffle, which ends Saturday, will be used to allow your child to carry on the education of the staff and to help support the Neighborhood Study Help program.

The program, sponsored by 500 students, has organized other activities to cover expenses besides the raffle. A movie is scheduled to run next semester. Student government has also contributed funds to the program.

Tickets will be sold in front of the South Dining Hall Tuesday during lunch and in front of the North Dining Hall Wednesday during dinner. Members of the program will also be selling tickets on Saturday on the quad before the game.

Each raffle ticket is $1.00. The winner will be announced next Monday.
Registration to begin in four days

by Fred Herbst Staff Reporter

The Quicke Shuttle Service enters its fourth weekend of operation this Friday with Os­tomdum Special projects and Service Officer Charlie Moran "optimistic" about the future of the "Quickie."

Leaving the Circle on Friday night at 8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 12:30 1:00, and 3:00, the "Quickie" stops at the Board, Head, Denney's, Village Inn, Jay's Lounge, Heryman-Kabbes, Student Union, Lela, Shula's and Kubiak's. Moran noted that as a service to the college community, the "Quickie" will stop at Holy Cross Hall on the Saint Mary's campus on each run. For unlimited use of the "Quickie", the cost is 75 cents. The fare for a one-way trip is 50 cents.

Elaborating on the cost of a ride on the bus, Moran stated that the Quicke Shuttle Service is not out to make money. The fares are designed to be just enough to cover the cost of running the buses and no more. "We hope to provide an economical means for students to fulfill their desire to have a good time without the fear of breaking the law and the danger of automobile accidents," said Moran.

In the previous three weekends of service, the operation of the "Quickie" has gone smoothly with no reports of disturbances or excessive rowdiness by students. Moran asked for the help of students saying "sentries are on the bus to give change, but we would ask students to cooperate by having the correct change or as near to it as possible."

Student acceptance of the Service was described by Moran, saying, "The people who have taken advantage of the 'Quickie' seem very pleased with the service provided".

Moran also stated, "We at the O宿omdum Service would like to thank the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Social Commissions for their financial and personnel assistance."

Commenting on the Quicke Shuttle Service, Deputy Director of O宿omdum Jim Zorn said, "As far as we've concerned, we feel that the 'Quickie' provides an excellent opportunity for the students to get away from all and thus help to create a better atmosphere on campus."

"Personally I feel that students should use the 'Quickie' because it is more economical and safer than riding in personal cars," Zorn added.

Any student having a question concerning the Quicke shuttle Service should call the O宿omdum Service at 734.

SMC Visitation Survey Distributed

by Mary Janca Staff Reporter

In order to extend the present male visitation hours at St. Mary's, a survey will be sent to a random sample of students, ad­imissions, faculty and staff and alumni, said Hall Life Com­missioner Martie Kabbes.

This survey, discussed at last night's Hillel Life Commission meeting, is designed to determine the feasibility of extending the visitation hours from 10 p.m. until midnight on Friday and Saturday nights.

Kabbes said questions on the survey are multiple choice and include the individual's relationship to the college and attitudes on dorm life. R.A.'s will distribute and collect the surveys to insure that a majority of them will be com­
An Act of Vision

The Student Life Council has finally passed its revised ruling on sexuality, after four long meetings and innumerable hours of conference and debate. Difficulties have arisen and been resolved concerning everything from the meanings of words to delicate phrasing of passages to the general formation of policy.

The primary responsibility of dealing with instances of sexual misconduct, aside from certain behavior that is "flagrant, perverse or repeated after previous warning," or coercive, is left open to interpretation. This leaves the works of words to delicate phrasing of wording, by admission of many members, which crimes will be punished and what their penalties will be.

The revision is now ready to be sent to Fr. Hesburgh for final passage. The questions which reside in the minds of SLC members is "Will Fr. Hesburgh veto this new proposal?" They realize that, by means of compromise and debate, many passages are vague; Fr. Hesburgh asked them to state the penalties more carefully and painstakingly. All the while, his power to cooperate or veto was on his mind. It is a fact of faith and trust in the working of the SLC, and the University, Fr. Hesburgh is obligated to finish his work and take part in the development of the proposal.

In his role of President of the University, Fr. Hesburgh is being called to provide an act of vision and the development of a vital part of its future. He should take the responsibility to ensure that this act of vision is clearly understood by all members of the community.

We have spoken before of the lack of communication existing in the University, both between administrators and students and among the administrators themselves. Now, there is an opening to commence the opening of these channels. Now there is a chance to make them work. The choice is Fr. Hesburgh's.

The Editorial Board

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

Opinion

An Inmate at ND

irresponsibility, inconsistency, and greed can and do permeate what is acclaimed by some to be the foremost citadel of Christian character in the Western Hemisphere. Alone, or even in occasional tandem, many of the policies and actions of the administration and of certain select members of the faculty would be tolerable, but cumulatively they are attempting to regulate and financially stiffen as to be unworkable. When anyone on tech "outsiders," as there I go again, I almost feel compelled to say that I'm an inmate at Notre Dame.

As I see it, it is our privilege to be stripped of first money, then our respect. Several weeks ago, I was called to the Dome without my I.D. card. Having established who I was, the cashier produced proof of my residency on campus this year. This seemed to be me moderately to be tolerated. I am shown on my '74-'75 student billing card from the telephone company. The fundamental logic of the argument seemed to be rather persuasive, and with instances of sexual misconduct, aside from certain behavior that is "flagrant, perverse or repeated after previous warning ... or coercive," has been put to rest.

Another case in point. My roommate recently attempted to clear up some inconsistencies regarding his status in the administration in the parking lot. Although the story is a little lengthy to relate here, suffice it to say that his car was towed away and that he simply wanted a temporary permit to park it in the lot over the weekend, during which time he could arrange to replace it with a car already stamped as approved by the administration. As a station attendant, upon payment for towing charges, was heard to remark, "Man, they won't give you students a break to save their souls, will they?" How fitting.

At what other university could one hope to see such a phenomenal rise in the number of basketball tickets sold out of the administrative closet. Do we care about anything other than grades and/or beer, or is the compromise is still a travesty of the interests of students? A half-hearted effort at appeasement. This couldn't be said with such conviction were it not for the administration of the University and of the student body, and the师范大学 which we have seen out of the administrative closet.

Because the extent to which the students can be rallied over the finagling of the administration in the cloister (that inmate card is left open to inferences to the alumni). But when I first heard about what some students have done with their cars being taken away during a football game I couldn't believe it. I've never experienced such blatantly disregard for students' interests. I don't know if there's another case like it in the nation, but I wouldn't be surprised if it is only the number one in this respect.

The lack of the administrative crown of thorns is a real clincher. It might even be amusing if it didn't carry so much topical relevance to the previous inconsistencies to the administration. So when my roommate, an eager and avid reader of the Student Observer, was pursued by parking enforcement officers for his car (which was parked illegally), they were soon to find themselves in big trouble. The problem was, it was not his car which the enforcement officers were after, but his college identification card. As he explained to the officers, "I don't have a car, I have a college identification card." Clearly, they wouldn't give you students a break to save your souls, would they?"

As an interesting footnote to this development, one of my friends had the unmitigated gall to ask Professor Danehy if theедакted Foreign Chemistry test might be changed as it was scheduled for the worst possible night of the year. The professor refused for several minutes that the break was nothing more than a chance to catch up on our studies, and then launched into a tirade against those students who were more concerned with their social activities than with their schoolwork. These "moronic asses" as he called them, were soon to find themselves in big trouble. The problem was, it was a lot of asses (who, like myself, did forfeit the vacation, and study over break) proved to be just as moronic as the social climbers, many were the cases where the test was meant to be an intellectual cornucopia for the first test, where scores were slightly higher than average. The mean score was fifty percent.

All of this, or course, was attributed to our lack of study, and the professor was duly disappointed. He can just join the crowd, but somehow, the reason and depth of our confidence in the system to catch and overshadow him. If the policy-makers were really so sincere, they could have saved a lot of students from this kind of unheraldedness. It seems to me there is some kind of gentlemen's agreement between faculty and students as to when tests of this magnitude should be scheduled, and I doubt that I'll go through all the work and worry over and over again, but I'll have to do it, and we are left with an obvious conclusion when this unwritten contract fails.

I hope the reader will excuse the parenthetical sidestep, but my purpose was simply to display the wide chasm of fact between what administrators are doing to us, and the end they claim to care. I hope I have done a service by relating some of these trials, little and big, which the student must overcome on his way to social and academic stardom at N.D. I realize at the same time, however, that the best I can hope for is a little uncontrollable empathy, and I think that is the least we can give. We're all in pretty much the same boat, yet too preoccupied with ourselves to demand a change in its course.
SeriouslS, folks
liebchen is tired
art-buchwald

To be for or against bussing-as such has become ridiculous. There's bussing and bussing. And I do mean the distinction that is made by politicians, between bussing to improve education and bussing to advance integration. Both goals are sought, in varying degree, simultaneously. No, I mean that each plan has to be judged by its wisdom and feasibility in the particular circumstances.

Anyone who thinks that resistance to bussing grows out of simple-minded, inarticulate, ignorant masses of the population has not seen the evidence. There is bussing and metropolitan area might have worked.

We have come to Boston just now. The trouble is tool, one that can be badly used or well used. Wisdom and feasibility in the particular revealed the immensity of the problem, the

hats that exist in our society, the bridges that must be built.

To be for or against bussing in itself is therefore, simplified. And the solution, one that can be badly used or well used. The great thing is that black and white, blacks and whites was raised. If it is to be well used, it must take into account more than the will of the next-nearest school linkups. It must put the residents of Southie, as South Boston is called. Robert Coles, the eminent cities to suburbs, not just bus poor boneheads!-

Globe. We condemn Southie as a of Southie, or let terrorism make and un-

"Boston flowers in my hair, cries of residents of Southie, as South Boston is class enclaves like Southie. It must knit: and

resentments and frustration. The slum air been shot at, and the paper's trucks van-

hurt. I've walked from Pakistan to across its windows.

These people were segregated into their own

sense to least protected, the most vulnerable and quahty other rather than with the society from tact, skill--all of that is needed, along with:

has placed those plans in jeopardy now. while opening it

bussing for minimum distances was more tools more complex than outnght pumsh-

To be for or against bussing-as such has been. Anyone who thinks that resistance to that must be built.

Only bussing across the whole metropolitan area might have worked.

wisdom and feasibility in the particular circumstances.

Anyone who thinks that resistance to bussing grows out of simple-minded, inarticulate, ignorant masses of the population has not seen the evidence. There is bussing and metropolitan area might have worked.

We have come to Boston just now. The trouble is tool, one that can be badly used or well used. Wisdom and feasibility in the particular revealed the immensity of the problem, the
everybody's art gallery

by steven alan bennett

"Buffalo Bill in Gulibebland," is an excellent opportunity for one to get a feel for the people, the problems and contradictions manifest in Latin American life. It is not your usual direct, dogmatic political work, but rather it is a dialectic development, a scenic synthesis of the history of underdeveloped countries put into art form. The TEATRO TRIANGULAR via the theatrical medium attempts to create a concrete picture of reality which reaches not only the sentiments but the intellect of the audience.

Professor M. K. Vaughn, director of Latin American Studies at the University of Illinois after viewing a performance in Mexico City, reacted, "It is an analysis of imperialism which says more in 45 minutes than I can say in one year of teaching Latin American history."

One cannot emphasize or put into words the importance and relevance of such performance. It is highly recommended to those interested in Latin America to catch "Buffalo Bill in Gulibebland" at any of the performances at any of the theater centers in the Third World (developing nations), for this is living, it is now, and it expresses the dilemmas shared by all of us. Furthermore, this is "done in such a manner that the thought-provoking impact of the message which allows for the development of a NEW CONSCIOUSNESS OF REALITY." (Juan Miguel Mora, El Heraldo, Mexico City)

Think About It. There will be only one performance starting at 7 o'clock Saturday evening, November 16 at Washington Hall. Those interested should share this experience and opportunity with as many people as possible. However, donations will be accepted at the door for Mrs. Ninos "El Campino" Day Care Center, which operates solely on this form of contribution. Again, think about it.
Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow

Ms. Phillips speaks on varying topics

by Judy Petersen
Staff Reporter

The staff director of the House Republican Policy Committee, Ms. Martha Phillips, visited Saint Mary's November 13, as a Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow. During her visit, Phillips met with students and faculty and discussed topics ranging from sexism to the effects of the embargo on Cuba.

Sexism in Congress

Phillips said that a slight degree of sexism exists in Congress. She stated that it is equally difficult for freshman Congressmen to establish themselves, regardless of whether they are men or women. If a woman is good, however, it will be recognized. Yet if she is incompetent, it will be blamed on her sex.

Phillips said hiring practices differ on Capitol Hill. "Some Congressmen hire women to type and men for advice, whereas others hire strictly women because they think they are psychologically better prepared, by their former role in society, to assist men," she said.

Cuban sanctions upheld by OAS; embargo retained by two votes

QUITO, Ecuador (UPI) - The political and diplomatic embargo imposed on Cuba 10 years ago survived its first test Tuesday when the hemisphere's foreign ministers failed to revoke the sanctions, which are deeply divided the inter-American system.

Twelve nations voted in favor of lifting the ban, six—including the United States—abstained and three voted against the resolution which also called on members of the Organization of American States to "faithfully observe" the principle of non-intervention.

The line-up of the vote was Argentina, Columbia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela in favor of lifting the embargo; Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay against and abstentions by Bolivia, Brazil, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua and the United States.

The OAS has 23 members and 12 is the simple majority, but 14 votes or two thirds—were needed to lift the sanctions. Only 21 voted because Barbados and Jamaica are not signatories of the Rio Treaty of Mutual Assistance, under which the sanctions were imposed in 1964.

The U.S. vote was cast by Deputy Secretary of State Robert S. Ingersoll. His absent superior, Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, came under fire during the session.

Colombia's foreign minister, Indalecio Lienao Aguirre, one of the architects of efforts to bring Cuba from isolation, said that while Kissinger's absence here was "a grave matter, what is even more troubling is the principle of non-intervention."

Phillips, who received a bachelor's degree in English from the University of Maryland and a Master's degree in government and education from Columbia University, accepted her current position in January 1974. She plans to continue in this capacity and has ruled out running for public office.

Wednesday, November 13, 1974

The observer

FAT WALLY'S ELECTRIC BEER JOINT

IS COMING!

2046 SOUTH BEND AVENUE
ACROSS FROM THE
CAMPUS VIEW APARTMENTS

The Notre Dame Student Union Cultural Arts Commission presents

A NEW MUSICAL

"WHATSOEVER THE AGE, WHATSOEVER THE LENGTH, WHATSOEVER THE FASHION"

MICHAELS

\Whatsoever, the Age, Whatevere the Length, Whatevere the Fashion\n\5 Styles & Full Time Monicouri\n
The New York Theatre Company
For all students

SMC to sponsor workshop

by Annette Buzinski Staff Writer

The St. Mary's Campus Ministry Department will sponsor a workshop open to all SMC's and Notre Dame students the weekend of November 15.

This workshop will center around the experiences of Ken Feit, a professional clown. Feit believes that with the increasing violence, a change is needed in the fields of humor, symbols and rituals. He feels this change is a serious effort being made to relax its punitive aspects and emphasize a counseling and rehabilitation role.

Mary Anthoine, head of this year's board, which is composed of senior upperclassmen, said that "the purpose of the board has always been to strengthen community living. It has always been that but we are trying to make it more so now." Anthoine explained that the revisions are being made to "make the board less onerous and more of an aid to promote community living, with no cut-and-dried penalties and more flexibility. We want to try to handle cases individually and realistic, steer away from the policeman image."

The innovation this year is intra hall judicial boards. Each hall has a board composed of six members, two from the Student Relations Board, three at-large members from the hall, and the hall vice president.

If an infraction of the rules occurs, the individual is first referred to the Resident Assistant. If no violations occur, or if the violation is of a more serious nature, the hall board is called in and an attempt is made to settle the matter informally, Anthoine continued.

If this proves ineffective, the individual is then before the Student Relations Board, where a number of sanctions can then be imposed, including sign-in hours, confinement to campus, and ultimately expulsion, she said.

Anthoine also announced that there were two openings on the board for freshmen and that anyone interested should notify her at box 1765 McCandless Hall, call 283-6264 or by contacting him at the Notre Dame ROTC.

SPECIAL WEEKEND ROOM RATES FOR NOTRE DAME PARENTS OR VISITORS

$6.95 Single occupancy $8.95 Double occupancy

No Notre Dame identification required, just mention this ad. Effective any Fri., Sat. or Sun. except home football game weekends.

HICKORY INN MOTEL

50579 U.S. 31 North
South Bend, Ind. 46637

(219) 272-7555

3 miles North of the Tollroad

Cable T.V., Air Cond., Phones. Send this ad to your parents

If you then decide to leave the Army, you'll find that employers realize that a young graduate who possesses the attributes of leadership essential for Army officers is an excellent addition to their firm.
JDL vows to kill Arafat

UNited NATIONS (UP) - Representative of the Palestine Liberation Organization made their first foray into the United Nations protected by a massive security operation Tuesday to pave the way for their arrival of the leader Yasser Arafat.

Arafat was scheduled to arrive in this country Wednesday to demand before the United Nations General Assembly a homeland for Palestinian refugees. Members of the militant Jewish Defense League have vowed they will not let New York alive.

As the 20-member PLO delegation made its first moves in the United States, hundreds of police and special agents ringed the skyscraper headquarters building. Marks were seen on rooftops in and near by buildings.

Other officers with guard dogs patrolled streets and the city's bomb squad was on alert after telephoned threats.

The United Nations was closed to all but official visitors because of an estimated $4,000 a day from its guided tours.

Arafat left Cairo early Tuesday en route to New York but Arab sources professed not to know his arrival time. They said only that he must arrive by 9 a.m. EST Wednesday.

He was scheduled as the first speaker in the General Assembly's historic Palestine debate at 10:30 a.m.

One security official revealed that the route Arafat would take into Manhattan would not be chosen until five minutes before the motorcade gets under way.

At a news conference Monday night, members of the Jewish Defense League, displaying a pistol on the table in front of them, threatened to publicly assassinate Arafat during his visit to the United Nations.

"We are ready to assassinate Arafat," said spokesman Daniel Khenler, who has talked of publicly killing Arafat if he should set foot on American soil.

The executive director of the militant Jewish Defense League, hedging on his threat, said later that his organization would not prevent Arafat's entry into the United States.

While the Jewish Defense League continued its threats, the United States government said the PLO leader would be made to feel "welcome in the United States." Arafat is to arrive here Wednesday for the annual session of the United Nations General Assembly.

The League, which demands Arafat's return to the West Bank, issued a statement expressing its "deep sorrow over the attempt of the United Nations to bring a terrorist to our country." The League declared: "We will not allow the terrorist to enter the United States."

The League's statement urged the United Nations to call for a "general strike throughout the world on behalf of Palestine." The League's statement said, "We will demand ..." and added: "Are you interested in building a new car?"
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JOE MILLER
by Bill Delaney

The road back to a possible post-season appearance for Digger Phelps and his Irish Basketball Team begins this Friday night at 8:30 with an exhibition against 'Athletes in Action' in the ACC. "Our goal has been in each of my four years here at Notre Dame to go to a post-season tournament, and this year is no exception," commented Head Coach Digger Phelps. "We're a young, inexperienced team and we're going to make mistakes, but these three weeks of training give us the opportunity to get things straight before our season opener Nov. 30."  

The past four weeks of practice have been a period of transition for the Irish. "Overall, we've got a good group of ten freshmen and sophomores this year, and our preparation that far has concentrated primarily in our new system to them," explained Phelps. "This transition takes some time, but without it, we'll have a lot of problems."  

The area where Phelps is most pleased with is in the depth he has at "key" positions. Co-captain Dwight "the Ice Man" Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots. Clay, along with sophomore Ray Martin are joined this year by freshmen Jeff Carpenter and Don "Duck" Williams. "We're going with a new offense this season that demands problems at all five spots."  

The loss of All-American John Shumate has left a gaping hole at center, and Digger is hoping that co-captain Pete Crotty can take charge. "Pete has the experience, and knows how to play defense," commented Phelps. "We've re-established him in center in the hope that his aggressiveness can give us the rebounds we need."  

Waiting in the wings at center are sophomore Toby Knight and freshmen Dave Batton. Knight, who substituted for Shumate last season, has been coming on in practice as of late. "There has been a tremendous difference in Toby's play from last year," said Digger. "If he can stay out of foul trouble, he'll definitely contribute to our program."  

"Batton, at 6'9" is the tallest Irish player and has unlimited potential, according to Phelps. "Dave is coming along as well as we have expected, and we don't want to rush him. If he has the desire to be a fine player, and we think he will be a good one."  

Notre Dame promises to take on a different look this season for the ACC contest this Friday night at the ACC center.